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The preliminary data on the process yN-> y X reported by the 
NA-14 collaboration/1/ at CERN and analysis of the gathered 
statistics make us closer to the answer: does either the colour 
symmetry is exact or it is broken by electromagnetic interac
tion: which are the true charges of quarks, fractional or in
teger/2/? In this connection we would like to reexamine the re-
sults of ref. 121 where this process has been proposed as a test 
for the model of electrostrong interactions (ES) with integer 
charged quarks and gluons (and also the calculations of/3/ for 
NA-14 experiment) and rewrite its cross section in a form sui
table for interpreting the NA-14 experiment. 

The region of applicability of the hard parton scattering 

picture in terms of the variables x,. and y .. ujs is given 

by 

2 
(1-y) (1-x) » magp/s 
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·The dime .. "ionless variables x andy are connected with PT as 

ut 

s 
sxy (1-y). 

The interval in which the parton distribution functions are 
best known is x = 0.2-0.8. According to (2) this corresponds 
to the region ofPT from 2,5 GeV/c (y= 0.2) to 6.32 GeV/c 
(y = 0.5). 

The most serious correction which has to be introduced in 
the work/ 2/ is to take into account the fact that the system 

(I) 

(2) 

X is formed by color singlet hadrons (up to a small, of order 
a = 1/137, admixture of the color octet part in the wave func
tion of each hadron). Due to this the projection onto the sing
let of the product of two quark and gluon currents in the sub
processes Yq _.. y andy _.. y is necessary /4/_ This reduces the 

- - - b q ..A gd h d1st1nct1on etween Qcu an ES-t eory. 
In the Born approximation of quark diagrams the projection 

into the color singlet gives in the cross section the factor 

J_ ( IQ 2 )2 for each flavour f instead of Q 4r in QCD, where Qcf 
9 cf 

of the color c and the 
•1t·i:,"~ ·~T-~;, ~-. ·c:o.,~;.".: : ... . :~ :,~ . '"C"_C.:!~t~,i ; 

is the charge of a quark flavour f . For 
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Fig.!. a) The predictions of the ES-model for the 
different values of Y=t 2 !f 1 parameters (ratio of 
energies of the initial and final photons in the labo
ratory f.r.); y = 0.2 (curve 1), y = 0.4 (curve 2), 
y = 0.6 (curve 3), y = 0.8 (curve 4). b) The same 
for QCD. 
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So, the differential cross section of yN--yX has the form 

d2
a 

dxdY E 

2 2 2 2 -
2rr~a l(lQ..r) (qr(X)+Qr(x) l 
___ [_£--------------,-- X 

;: 
2m P. f 2m P 

s3y2 _ (~.:..:r..)2( 1-/1-(--1!1')2) 
ys ys 

1 1 -1 1 I 1 + - RN ( X ) [ 10 ( y + -) + 4( y + -) - 8] I ' 
3 y y 

where R (x). ~ is determined from the deep inelastic ep-scat
tering and e~Jerimentally is of an order of 0. I for the region 
of not too small values of x. In the ES-theory it is connected 
with the gluon distribution function 

2 2 G( X~---------. 
R (X) z 81 (l ~Qc -Qc,) ) l-}:-(lQ2 )2 [ qf(X)+Q/X)] 
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Fig.2. The comparison of the QCD and ES-theory with the 
preliminary result of NA-14 experiment/If. 
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As it was noticed in work/2/, the y -photoproduction on an iso
scalar target Mis normalized to the deep inelastic eM cross 
section is independent of x in both the QCD and ES-theory in 
the region of :x: .. 0.4+0.8, where R .::canst. This would allow us 
to avoid the uncertainty due to the error in determining the 
distribution functions. The projection into the color singlet 
channel preserves the same result for the proton target also 
in the ES-theory but not in QCD, where a weak dependence on x 
of the ratio r (x) zda YP /daep has to be seen. This fact could 
serve as an addition~test of color symmetry breaking. 

With the distribution functions proposed in ref. /5/, the 
curves for the cross section of yP-. yX reaction for different 
values of y =f 2 I ( 1 (the ratio of energies of the outgoing to 
incident photons) are presented in Fig.!. The radiation cor
rections are expected to be of order 20-25%. One can see that 
the curves for the ES-theory are 2.5-5 times higher than those 
of QCD. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the preliminary data 
of the NA-14 group with the ES-theory prediction and QCD. As 
is seen, the accuracy of the data is not enough for a certain 
distinction between the theories. To obtain a definite conclu
sion, it is necessary to increase statistics by an order of 
magnitude in the region of PT. 2.5+5 GeV/c and also to cal
culate radiation corrections. 
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¢oTopo~eHHH y -KBaHTOB c 6oJibiDHMH PT 
KaK npoBepKa ~BeTOBOH CHMMeTpHH 

E2-83-367 

B KaJIH6pOBO~HOH TeOpHH C HapymeHHOH ~BeTOBOH CHMMeTpHeH 
H ~eJibiMH 3apH~aMH KBapKOB Bbi~HCJieHO Ce~eHHe ~OTOpO~eHHH 

y -KBaHTOB c 6oJibiDHMH PT B npo~ecce yN-.,yX npH YCJIOBHH, ~To 

CHCTeMa X HBJIHeTCH ~BeTOBblM CHHrJieTOM, IlOJiy~eHHbJe ce~eHHH 

B 2,5-3 pasa OTJIH~awTCH OT npe~cKa3aHHH KXA. 

Pa6oTa BbmOJIHeHa B ITa6opaTopHH TeopeTH~ecKoH ~HSHKH OHHH. 

Efremov A.V., Ivanov S.V. 
Photoproduction of High PT Photons 
as a Test of Color Symmetry 
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In the gauge theory with broken color symmetry and 
integer charged quarks the high PT photoproduction cross sec
tion YN-. yX is calculated under the condition for the sys
tem X to be a color singlet. The distinction \'lith QCD 
1s of factor 2.5-3. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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